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THE PROCESSTHE PROCESS
Our state-of -the-art graphics facility will deliver true and impactful 
reproduction of your logo, whether printed or embroidered.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The preferred logo fi le would be a fully vectorised/editable image with 
all fonts outlined (editable EPS/PDF). Alternatively a high resolution copy 
of your logo (TIFF/JPEG) fi le can be used for a redraw of the logo to be 
produced, also acceptable for redraw purposes would be a good quality fl at 
paper artwork in the form of letterheads, business cards or scorecards.

ELECTRONIC FILES
Wilson Custom Imaging uses state-of-the-art digital imaging systems to 
create and manipulate electronic art fi les. It operates a variety of fi le formats 
from the PC/Windows platforms.

FOR BEST RESULTS, FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES
Send complete fi les including all placed images and fonts. 
Send a hard copy of what the fi nished art should look like.

PROGRAMS SUPPORTED
Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator and Acrobat.

FILE FORMATS ACCEPTED
EPS or PDF (preferred); TIFF, JPEG

REMOVABLE MEDIA
CD-ROM, ZIP

Once your artwork is drawn, we will send an e-mail PDF version of your logo, 
along with an actual size version of your logo. If you do not have access to 
e-mail, we are able to fax a copy to you.

PLACEMENTPLACEMENT
LOGO
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G

O

LOGO
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North Pole

East Pole

North & South
Pole

LOGO SIZE

24mm // Circular

24mm 

22mm // Square

22mm 

30 x 10mm // Rectangular

30 x 10mm 

SPECS

MIN ORDER QUANTITY

LEADTIME

12 Dozen

7 Working Days



GOLF BALLSGOLF BALLS

FG TOUR URETHANE

CORE
//Soft, rubber-rich technology
   for the softest feel

INNER MANTLE
//DuPont HPF for spin
    performance and control

OUTER MANTLE
//High-resilience ionomer
    for maximum distance.

COVER
//Cast urethane for tour-level
   greenside performance.

BALL STOCK#

WS FG TOUR WGWP200L

DX3 URETHANE

LONGER
//Firm HPF mantle for 
    longest distance

SOFTER
//Low 55* compression
   for softer feel

TOUR SPIN
//Multilayer urethane 
    construction for Tour
    performance spin

BALL STOCK#

DX3 URETHANE WGW3920L



GOLF BALLSGOLF BALLS
DX3 SPIN

LONGER
//High C.O.R for 
    longer distance

SOFTER
//Low 35 compression for 
   softer feel

MORE SPIN
//Multilayer construction
    for greenside spin

3-PIECE 
CONSTRUCTION
//Allows for distance off  
   the tee, soft feel and spin     
   around the green

BALL STOCK#

DX3 SPIN WGW3740L

DX2 SOFT

LONGER
//High C.O.R for 
    longer distance

SOFTER
//Low 29* compression
    for softer feel

2-PIECE  CONSTRUCTION

//Allows for distance off                                
   the tee and soft feel & 
   spin around the green

BALL STOCK#

WS DX2 SOFT WGW3710L

WS DX2 SOFT WOMEN’S WGW3730L

WS DX2 SOFT YELLOW WGW3720L WOMEN’S YELLOW
* BASED ON COMPRESSION TESTS PERFORMED USING ADC COMPRESSION MACHINE



GOLF BALLSGOLF BALLS
ULTRA

//Ultra long distance through an advanced 
    2-piece construction

//Ultra durable cover

BALL STOCK#

ULTRA 15 BALL PACK WGWR5710L

ULTRA  24 DOZEN WGWA341G

ULTRA DOZEN LOOSE WGWA3400G

TOUR VELOCITY

//Low-mid compression core for increased feel and playability
    on short game and approach shots

//Low compression core for maximum feel and playability in all     
    areas for your game

BALL STOCK#

TOUR VELOCITY WGWR6010L

LOGO RANGE BALLS

Our most premium driving range ball with a great combination 
of soft feel and amazing durability. The softer core on the W/S 
Premium Range Ball gives a soft feel while a specially 
developed cover guarantees lasting durability and a clean 
fi nish even after long term range use.

*For the latest prices and terms, please contact your 
Wilson Agent

BALL STOCK#

WHITE RANGE WP115G

YELLOW RANGE WP116G



THE PROCESSTHE PROCESS
Our state-of -the-art graphics facility will deliver true and impactful 
reproduction of your logo, whether printed or embroidered.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The preferred logo fi le would be a fully vectorised/editable image with 
all fonts outlined (editable EPS/PDF). Alternatively a high resolution copy 
of your logo (TIFF/JPEG) fi le can be used for a redraw of the logo to be 
produced, also acceptable for redraw purposes would be a good quality fl at 
paper artwork in the form of letterheads, business cards or scorecards.

ELECTRONIC FILES
Wilson Custom Imaging uses state-of-the-art digital imaging systems to 
create and manipulate electronic art fi les. It operates a variety of fi le formats 
from the PC/Windows platforms.

FOR BEST RESULTS, FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES
Send complete fi les including all placed images and fonts. 
Send a hard copy of what the fi nished art should look like.

PROGRAMS SUPPORTED
Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator and Acrobat.

FILE FORMATS ACCEPTED
EPS or PDF (preferred); TIFF, JPEG

REMOVABLE MEDIA
CD-ROM, ZIP

Once your artwork is drawn, we will send an e-mail PDF version of your logo, 
along with an actual size version of your logo. If you do not have access to 
e-mail, we are able to fax a copy to you.

PLACEMENTPLACEMENT LOGO SIZE

22mm // Circular

22mm 

SPECS

MIN ORDER QUANTITY

LEADTIME

48 

7 Working Days

LOGO



GLOVESGLOVES

CONFORM

TRAK TECH TANNING
//Process for unsurpassed feel and grip control

3M SCOTCHGUARD LEATHER
//Protects glove and provides soft feel round after round

REVERSED THUMB SEAM
//Provides extra feel and smoothness

MOISTURE WICKING WRISTBAND
//For improved comfort and feel

GLOVE STOCK#

WS CONFORM MENS LH WGJA0300C+

SIZES

S, M, ML, L, XL

GRIP PLUS

NEW HIGH-TECH 61H DIGITIZED SOFT NYLON
//Extra grip in all weather conditions
//Very soft feel

CABRETTA LEATHER PALM
//Enhances feel
//Extra durability

Men’s

Women’s

GLOVE STOCK#

WS GRIP PLUS MENS LH WGJA0710C+

WS GRIP PLUS MENS RH WGJA0720C+

WS GRIP PLUS LADIES LH WGJA0730C+

SIZES

S, M, ML, L, XL

S, M, ML, L, XL

S, M, ML, L, XL



THE PROCESSTHE PROCESS
Our state-of -the-art graphics facility will deliver true and impactful 
reproduction of your logo, whether printed or embroidered.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The preferred logo fi le would be a fully vectorised/editable image with 
all fonts outlined (editable EPS/PDF). Alternatively a high resolution copy 
of your logo (TIFF/JPEG) fi le can be used for a redraw of the logo to be 
produced, also acceptable for redraw purposes would be a good quality fl at 
paper artwork in the form of letterheads, business cards or scorecards.

ELECTRONIC FILES
Wilson Custom Imaging uses state-of-the-art digital imaging systems to 
create and manipulate electronic art fi les. It operates a variety of fi le formats 
from the PC/Windows platforms.

FOR BEST RESULTS, FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES
Send complete fi les including all placed images and fonts. 
Send a hard copy of what the fi nished art should look like.

PROGRAMS SUPPORTED
Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator and Acrobat.

FILE FORMATS ACCEPTED
EPS or PDF (preferred); TIFF, JPEG

REMOVABLE MEDIA
CD-ROM, ZIP

Once your artwork is drawn, we will send an e-mail PDF version of your logo, 
along with an actual size version of your logo. If you do not have access to 
e-mail, we are able to fax a copy to you.

PLACEMENTPLACEMENT NOTES
Minimum order is 6 bags - Golf bags can be any combination of qualifi ed 
golf models of product line - Pro or Recreational

We do not sell embroidery tapes

Please make sure that the name of personalisation or Logo Tape# is in order 
(if this is a repeat order the tape number will change to “previous 
order number”)

List other special requests (colour, diff erent font, proof required, etc)

SPECS

MIN ORDER QUANTITY

LEADTIME

6

7 Working Days

Logo size varies depending on bag style



GOLF BAGSGOLF BAGS
PRO TOURPRO TOUR

//Contoured profi le
//Steel ring construction 
//6 Dividers

10” X 9” EXCLUSIVE TOP

//1 Large front belly pocket
//2 Side pockets
//2 Velour top pockets
//1 Large ball pocket
//1 Accessories pocket
//2 Insulated beverage sleeves

STORAGE

//Full length umbrella sleeve
//3-Point padded strap
//Rain/travel hood

EXTRA FEATURES

//10.5lb/4.7kg

WEIGHT

BAG STOCK#

PRO TOUR WGB41000C

NEXUS II CART BAG

//14 S-Lock/10 sections
//Putter well fi ts oversized grip
//4 Dividers/5 wells

10” X 8.5” S-LOCK TOP
//Top pass through strap/handle
//Font and back umbrella holders
//Tee holders
//Pen and divot tool sleeves
//Towel ring 
//Glove holder
//Rain hood
//Padded stap

EXTRA FEATURES

//2 Large garment pockets
//2 Velour external pockets
//2 Large external pockets
//2 Front accessories pockets for balls or     
    range fi nder
//1 Large insulated pocket for beverage

STORAGE

//5.2lb / 2.4kg

WEIGHT

WHITE//NAVY

LADIES
BLACK//CITRON

GREY//REDBLACK//SILVER BLACK//LIME BLACK//ORANGE

BAG STOCK#

NEXUS II CART WGB56020C



GOLF BAGSGOLF BAGS
NEXUS II CARRY BAG

//5 Way top
//3 Full length dividers
//Built in handle with TPR

9” X 8” EXCLUSIVE TOP
//360 degree integrated mechanism
//4 point double strap
//Pen holder
//Umbrella holder
//Rain hood
//Towel loop
//Glove holder

EXTRA FEATURES

//1 Full length garment pocket
//1 Valuables pocket with 
    waterproof zipper
//2 External pockets
//1 Accessories pocket
//1 Large ball pocket
//1 Large open pocket for range fi nder 
    or beverage

STORAGE

//5.2lb / 2.4kg

WEIGHT

GREY//RED

BLACK//SILVER BLACK//LIME NAVY//WHITE BLACK//ORANGE RED//WHITE

BAG STOCK#

NEXUS II CARRY WGB56000C

IONIX LIGHT CARRY

//5 Way top
//3 Full length dividers
//Premium stand system
//Lightweight
//Stay fl at base

9” X 7.5” HANDLE TOP

//1 Full length garment pocket
//1 Valuables pocket with rain 
    repellent zipper
//2 Large accessories pockets
//1 Large ball pocket
//1 Large open pocket for range fi nder 
    or beverage

STORAGE

//4 Point double strap for comfortable     
   backpack fi t
//Rubber handle
//Pen holder
//1 Large open pocket
//Umbrella holder
//Towel ring/glove holder
//Rain hood

EXTRA FEATURES

//4.2lb / 1.9kg

WEIGHT

BAG STOCK#

IONIX LIGHT CARRY

RED//NAVY

WHITE//GREEN WHITE//ORANGE RED//GREY BLACK//RED



GOLF BAGSGOLF BAGS
PROSTAFF CART

//14 Dividers
//3 Stays construction

9” X 11” TOP
//Padded double strap
//Rain hood

EXTRA FEATURES

//8 Pockets total
//Range fi nder slot
//Large apparel pockets
//Front umbrella holders
//No-H2O pocket

POCKET GEOMETRY

BLACK//GREY

BLACK//GREEN BLACK//RED BLUE//YELLOW RED//BLACK

BAG STOCK#

PROSTAFF CART

PROSTAFF CARRY

//6 Dividers

8” X 11” TOP
//Flushed mounted stand with angles feet
//Rain hood
//Double strap with 6 point attachment

EXTRA FEATURES

//8 Pockets total
//Beverage holder pouch
//Large apparel pockets
//Umbrella holders
//No-H2O pocket

POCKET GEOMETRY

WHITE//BLUE

BLACK//RED BLUE//YELLOW RED//BLACK

BAG STOCK#

PROSTAFF CARRY



GOLF BAGSGOLF BAGS
CART LITE

//5 Dividers
//3 Stay construction
//Light weight
//Diamond polyester fabric

10” X 7.5” CART TOP
//Padded strap
//Insulated water bottle sleeve
//Umbrella holder
//Boot handle
//Towel ring/glove holder
//Rain hood
//Easy to embroider pocket panel

EXTRA FEATURES

//4 Large side pockets
//1 Valuables velour pocket
//1 Accessory pocket
//1 Large bottom front pocket

STORAGE

BLUE//WHITE
BLACK//SILVER BLACK//GOLD

BAG STOCK#

CART LITE

CARRY LITE

//5 Dividers
//3 Stays construction
//Lightweight, durable and easy 
    action stand
//Diamond polyester fabric

10” X 7.5” CARRY TOP
//Padded double strap
//Hip pad
//Water bottle/range fi nder sleeve
//Umbrella holder
//Boot handle
//Towel ring/glove holder
//Rain hood
//Easy to embroider pocket panels
//Double strap with 4 point attachment

EXTRA FEATURES

//2 Large side pockets
//1 Valuables velour pocket
//1 Large bottom front pocket
//1 Large side pocket

STORAGE

BLACK//SILVER

BLUE//WHITE BLACK//GOLD

BAG STOCK#

CARRY LITE WGB32040C



TRAVEL GEARTRAVEL GEAR
The Wilson Staff  travel gear line is designed with style and 
modern functionalities, and is manufactured with premium 
fabrics and detailing. These items will protect your gear during 
your business travels to your golfi ng holiday.

1 BRIEF PACK
16” x 12” x 6” (41 x 30 x 15cm)

2 WHEELED TRAVEL COVER
15.75” x 13.375” x 50” (40 x 34 x 127cm)

3 WHEELED BAG
16.5” x 13”x 34.25” (42 x 33 x 87cm)

4 SHOE BAG
8.75” x 4.875” x 8.25” (22 x 12.5 x 21cm)

5 OVERNIGHT/HOLDALL BAG
20.5” x 11” x 9.5” (52 x 28 x 24cm)

BAG STOCK#

BRIEF PACK WGB49000C

WHEELED TRAVEL COVER WGB48020C

WHEELED BAG WGB48010C

SHOE BAG WGB48040C

OVERNIGHT/HOLDALL BAG WGB48030C

1

2 3

4

5



THE PROCESSTHE PROCESS
Our state-of -the-art graphics facility will deliver true and impactful 
reproduction of your logo, whether printed or embroidered.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The preferred logo fi le would be a fully vectorised/editable image with 
all fonts outlined (editable EPS/PDF). Alternatively a high resolution copy 
of your logo (TIFF/JPEG) fi le can be used for a redraw of the logo to be 
produced, also acceptable for redraw purposes would be a good quality fl at 
paper artwork in the form of letterheads, business cards or scorecards.

ELECTRONIC FILES
Wilson Custom Imaging uses state-of-the-art digital imaging systems to 
create and manipulate electronic art fi les. It operates a variety of fi le formats 
from the PC/Windows platforms.

FOR BEST RESULTS, FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES
Send complete fi les including all placed images and fonts. 
Send a hard copy of what the fi nished art should look like.

PROGRAMS SUPPORTED
Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator and Acrobat.

FILE FORMATS ACCEPTED
EPS or PDF (preferred); TIFF, JPEG

REMOVABLE MEDIA
CD-ROM, ZIP

Once your artwork is drawn, we will send an e-mail PDF version of your logo, 
along with an actual size version of your logo. If you do not have access to 
e-mail, we are able to fax a copy to you.

PLACEMENTPLACEMENT
SPECS

MIN ORDER QUANTITY

LEADTIME

24

7 Working Days

LOGO

LOGO LOGO

LOGO



APPARELAPPAREL
AUTHENTIC POLO

//96% Polyester / 4% Spandex
//Pique knit
//Stretch for easier swing
//Moisture management
//Breathable
//Cool feeling
//3 Button opening

BLACK

WHITECOBALT RED

APPAREL COLOUR

AUTHENTIC POLO WHITE

AUTHENTIC POLO COLBALT

AUTHENTIC POLO RED

AUTHENTIC POLO BLACK

STOCK#

WGA70256C+

WGA70257C+

WGA70258C+

WGA70259C+



ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES
CLASSIC CAP

//SnapX construction
//Duckbill ivy style
//Grey melange fabric
//70% Polyester / 27% Rayon / 
   3% Spandex
//Back: Wilson Staff  black accent

ACCESSORY STOCK#

CLASSIC CAP WGH4600GY

LOGO CAP

ACCESSORY STOCK#

LOGO CAP WGH23200C+

BEANIE HAT
//Knitted Acrylic
//Keep your ears and head warm
//Front embroidery
//Don’t let a little cold put a damper on your round of golf

ACCESSORY STOCK#

BEANIE HAT WGH5630RD

VALUABLES POUCH
//Great light promo item
//Large enough to hold up to 6 golf balls
//Velour fabric construction
//Cord string

ACCESSORY STOCK#

VALUABLE POUCH WGKA040C+

TRIFOLD TOWEL
//Waffl  e like weave pattern
//Heavy duty microfi bre
//Helps keep your clubs clean and dry
//Carabineer clip attachment
//Size: 16” x 21”

ACCESSORY STOCK#

TRIFOLD TOWEL WGA90020C+

//SnapX technology
//Velcro strap on back creates a 
    customised fi t
//Mesh top breathability
//Structured front and pre-curved brim 



www.wilson.com


